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Wilson’s Fan-2-C
A fan of cards change before the audience’s eyes – incredibly, the
cards may immediately be handed out for examination!
Anyone who has played with Bob Koch’s excellent effect “Zapped”
has no doubt dreamt of being able to end clean. The power of this
effect simply screams trick cards to the layman but, until now, we
have been forced to simply put the cards away and hope they don’t
make too big a deal of it!
Zapped was also difficult to set up for real world performances. If you
set up in the right way, and at the right time, you will find the Fan-2-C
gaff to be much easier to use.
Fan-2-C was the result of a personal challenge. In 2002 I made a
decision to move into the film and television business. My first big job
was as Technical Advisor (cheating) on the movie “Shade”, which I
had been involved with for several years while Damian Nieman was
writing then casting the project. After a week I was asked to appear in
the film. A week later I was given the job of Second Unit Director,
responsible for re-takes, inserts, a gambling scene and the opening
titles!
Zapped was always high on my list for the title screen of Shade , the
only problem was getting one made. Within two weeks I had two from
Neil Lester (Cards By Martin) and they worked great. On the US DVD
for Shade you can see me in “Tricks Of The Trade” showing the
producers for the first time. Only one problem – everyone wanted to
see those cards.
About a month after finishing principle photography on Shade I was
visiting Hollywood Magic when the idea for FAN-2-C hit me. I rushed
to the back of the store like Clark Kent looking for a phone booth. Ten
minutes later I had the first Fan-2-C gaff.
From that moment I had two reactions:
“Oh that’s ‘Zapped’ – wait, I can look at these? Oh…I am so f---“

and
“Wow! – can I see those cards? That’s amazing!”
Naturally the first reaction was from magicians who knew the original
– the second reaction was from lay people. Fan-2-C looks just like
Zapped and gets the same reaction but you are then free to hand out
the cards! In fact many magicians didn’t believe the cards were
examinable when I handed them over – I had to make them look!
This little gaff has fooled some of the best minds in magic and has
been in their pockets since I released it. Until now I have only sold the
basic gaff with a single sided sheet of instructions.
This booklet contains over eighty illustrations and more than twentyfive ideas and applications; from crazy notions to rock-solid, practical
routines. I have worked hard to give you a lot to play with and even
more to think about. I sincerely hope you have a lot of fun with this.
First, a word in your ear…
Before we begin, allow me to raise the subject of ethics. These files
are for your benefit. They allow you to obtain secrets ahead of most
magicians. All I ask before buying these is that you make an online
promise not to share this information with your friends.
While I am not naive enough to believe that everyone will honor their
word I continue to release secrets in this way because I DO believe
that most people ARE honorable.
Magic secrets are becoming cheaper and are, sadly, being valued
less and less by more and more people. I sincerely hope that this
does not include you.
Please use this information to make your own gaffs and create new
ideas. Fool your friends (magicians and lay people) but keep the
secret safe.
I believe that most of the people reading this will use this information
only for themselves. Please, please do not prove me wrong. Good

magic should be shared. Play fair and keep these avenues open.
Hopefully there will always be enough of us out there to keep the
heart of good magic alive.
Now to the good stuff…
Please note that all illustrations appear after the relevant text.

How to make your own Fan-2-C gaffs.
First – DON’T PANIC!
All you need to do is glue four cards together then cut them with a
pair of scissors! Trust me, anyone can do this.
Get four cards. Two should be red, two should be black. I use one
court card and ensure the remaining cards look random. You will
usually have an ace on the face of the spread so ensure there are no
aces amongst the cards you glue together. If you intend to use
spades as your royal flush, make sure that the court card you use in
your gaff is not a spade. You may also choose not to have a court
card at all. It’s up to you.
Take the four cards and order them so they appear mixed, in red,
black, red, black order. The court card (if you use it) should be one of
the middle two cards.
Glue these together.

Note that the fan is quite tight and that the indexes all show but only
just. It is important to glue the cards securely so use a good glue (I
generally use the new “Strong Pritt” glue stick). I have experimented
with gaffs that have the glue as far as possible from the edge of the
cards. This allows certain subtleties but the gaff becomes less secure
in practice.

Once the glue has dried you are ready to cut the index corners off the
glued fan of cards.

Rather than burden you with exact measurements, let me just say
that you cut from above the lower left corner and cut directly towards
the exposed upper right corner of the bottom card (nine of diamonds,
in this case) of the spread. The illustration is very clear. If you copy
that you will have the right dimensions (see end of this section if you
have problems starting the cut).
Finally cut away the upper corners of the fan on the gaff.

You now have a properly proportioned Fan2C gaff!
Setting the gaff openly.
This is quite easy but must be done casually. An attitude of “Hey
everyone – LOOK AT ME!” doesn’t work here!

Hold the flush with faces towards you, the gaff on the face.

Tightly spread-fan the cards---

---then align the gaff with the rearmost four cards of the fan.

Remove the face card and replace it, turning it clockwise until the
edge of the gaff is JUST under the edge of the face card.

Hold the fan by the right inner corner. You’re set.

A way to approach this is to begin with the gaff on the face of the
squared packet and talk about the different ways people look at their
poker hands:
Some players riffle the index corners. Some squeeze the packet,
Some look at them on at a time. You can usually spot a beginner by
the way he fans the cards so that it looks just like the way they do it
on TV (tightly fan the packet). They make sure it’s absolutely perfect
(cover rear four cards with gaff) and you can bet your life that they
keep their strongest card on the face, nearest to them (position the
ace so it covers the edge of the gaff). All of this is a lot of work when
your hand is as bad as this (display the cards to the audience).

Needless to say, this is all said tongue in cheek (I often stick my
tongue out in mock concentration as I mime the actions of a rookie
poker player) and you must ensure the gaff and the audience does
not see the faces of the cards until you are ready for the change.
NOTE: If you do need exact measurements, begin cutting 7.3cm
down from upper corner of the bottom card (nine of diamonds in this
example) and cut towards the upper right corner of the same card,
cutting through the other cards on the way. Complete by trimming as
instructed.

Fan-2-C Poker
This looks exactly like the original Zapped but is much simpler. It
does need you to palm away the gaff but this is actually very easy to
do.
Take a royal flush (ace on the face, ten at the rear) and fan it tightly
before adding the gaff so it covers the four indexes beneath the face
ace.

The face card must be angled more to cover the edge of the gaff.
Notice that it is turned slightly further than the cards behind it.
With the gaff in place, display the fan by turning to your right.
Care must be taken not to flash the edge of the packet or the extra
cards will be seen.

(Exposed view)

Approach the index corners of the fan with the left hand so that the
left thumb contacts the gaff.

The left thumb presses down as the left hand turns palm down,
snapping the gaff off the cards it previously concealed and
immediately palming the gaff.

To the spectators the fan visibly changes to a Royal Flush! It is VITAL
that the left hand simply turns palm down at the wrist to make the
change as the thumb contacts the gaff and removes it.

(left thumb contacts gaff)

(wrist turn conceals stolen gaff)

If you simply pull down on the gaff before turning the wrist, the gaff
will be seen.

(the gaff flashes)

The left hand now turns palm up as the gaff is allowed to slide into
finger palm UNDER the right hand cards, which conceal the gaff .

The gaff is easily pocketed as you pull out your wallet (because
“you’re feeling lucky”) or lapped on the off-beat. I keep the gaff
palmed as the cards are examined and hand the cards out with the
dirty hand.

FaceOn-2-C
METHOD ONE
Set the gaff and hold the fan in front of you, displaying the faces of
the cards to the audience.

(Audience view)
To make the change you will riffle the indexes with the first finger of
the right hand. Approach the index corners with the right hand.

(Audience view)

The right index finger is extended while the other three fingers are
loosely curled inwards towards the palm. The right thumb is extended
so it is directly behind the first phalanx of the right second finger.

To make the change the right hand comes over the fan, going a little
further than necessary. Note that the fan (and the gaff) go directly
between the right thumb and curled fingers.

The curled right second finger contacts the gaff---

---and the right hand moves to the right.

The gaff is pressed towards you and against the inside edge of the
right thumb---

---as the right first finger riffles the index corners of the fan.

The right hand withdraws with the gaff palmed.
This may be pocketed or hidden amongst the cards to complete.

METHOD TWO
This emulates the way the original Zapped was shown to me by Juan
Tamariz.
For this you must either add some saliva or a piece of double-sided
tape to the back of the right hand.

While this can be cumbersome it allows for a wonderful open-handed
change. Another way to do this is given later in this manuscript.
Hold the fan, as in method one. This time the right hand is opened,
palm towards the audience, with the thumb to the left.

The right hand moves in front of the fan to begin the change. This
places the tape or saliva (yuck!) in front of the gaff.

The right hand moves back so the gaff is in contact with the sticky
spot on the back of the right hand.

The right hand then moves to the right so the gaff is stolen on the
back of this hand. The right thumb contacts the index corner of the
cards.

The left hand pushes the fan forward a little as the right pulls back
and to the left, the fanned cards popping off the right thumb one at a
time.

The change is over in an instant but is quite spectacular. It is
important to time the steal so it happens as the change is about to
begin – in other words, don’t take too long trying to stick the gaff to
the back of your hand!
While saliva does work, it is less sure than good sticky tape. Saliva,
however, is easier to remove from your hand, as is the gaff (after the
change).
To clean up I count the cards cleanly from left to right, keeping the
back of the hand away from the audience.

I then retake the cards in the left hand as I pull back the left sleeve.

Then I take the cards in the right hand so the left can go to the back
of the right hand on the way to my sleeve…

---and remove the gaff---

---before sliding back the right sleeve.

Ditch the gaff anywhere you like.

Tabled Fan-2-C
This is one of my absolute favorite ways to make this change. It gets
incredible reactions, you end clean and it looks just like real magic. Its
only flaw is that it is risky to set up. With practice (and care), you will
be able to lay out the fan easily. I will also give a wonderful way to
pre-set this effect and keep it ready at all times. It is based on Ed
Marlo’s Eidetic change.
Set the gaff and lay it on the table so the indexes are towards you
and the tightly fanned corner is towards the audience.

(Performer’s view)

(Audience view)
Great care is to be taken when doing this under fire. Try to do it on
the offbeat whenever possible. My best advice is to use older cards
for the royal flush and for the gaff. These are less likely to slide
around but will work well for the change.

Show your hands empty and pull up your sleeves. Lower your hands
so they are palm up, either side of the fan.

Both hands will now turn palm down and wave over the fan, without
contacting it at all.

The hands repeat the wave, with the right hand going under the left
and contacting the gaff with the right side of the palm.

As the hands separate the right hand slides the gaff to the right and
away from the fan.

(left hand removed for clarity)
The left hand, which was above the right as the steal began (mid
“wave”), continues moving to the left but comes down onto the face
card of the fan and moves it forward and to the left.

The right immediately returns to the fan, sliding the gaff against the
table surface (a mat is best) and slides the next card off to the right
and forward a little.

The left pushes the next card away from the fan as the right fingertips
slide the last card away too.

The right hand withdraws to the edge of the table and laps the gaff.
Notice that the right and left hand fingers are spread wide throughout
the change. If you are standing, you can simply let the gaff fall to the
floor or use a servant (I often carry safety pins in case there is a table
cloth I can make into an impromptu hold-out).
Another way to so this is to pre-set it and place a small glass dome
over the fan. Cheeseboards often come with a glass or Perspex
cover with a small handle on top. This may be off to the side so you
can introduce it later in your show, or in the middle so it is the first

thing you do. The dome protects the set up and draws a lot of
interest.
You may also set the cards up on your desk or somewhere in your
home as a “display”. When people ask about it you have them pick up
the dome and then make the cards change!
I like to patter about the “most dangerous poker hand in the world”. I
show the set-up (a terrible poker hand, despite the ace on the face)
under the dome and say that when these five cards are placed in this
order they become very volatile. When exposed to the air they turn
into a royal flush – guaranteeing both a win and a free trip to the
hospital…

Ricochet-2-C
This is a superb transposition that will really blow your audience
away. You need a set of “Ricochet!” cards (kings on one side, aces
on the other) and a gaff made up of four aces.
Remove two jokers from the deck and drop them face down on the
table with the gaff secretly underneath.
Show four aces and four kings (aces on top, kings on bottom, all
cards face up – the aces are double facers, the kings are real).
Thumb the top four cards into the right hand, keeping them face up.
The right hand then places the cards back onto the face of the packet
and turns all of the cards face down! This is a discrepant switch that
always flies by an audience. Deal the top four face down cards onto
the two face down jokers. This will leave four face up kings in the left
hand (actually double facers). The audience will assume you just
dealt the aces to the table.
Deal the four kings face up in a pile to the left of the face down pile.
Pick up the face down pile and the gaff underneath it.
With faces towards you, move one joker to the back so the kings are
between the jokers. Tightly fan the cards and use the gaff to cover
the kings so they look like four aces. Do not cover the rear joker.
This will look like four aces between two jokers.
Table the packet face up so the larger part of the fan is towards you
(as for Tabled Fan-2-C).
You have just shown the aces and kings and cleanly placed the aces
between the jokers! It is important to set up of the gaff quickly but you
have more time than you think – the real trick hasn’t even started yet!
All you need to do is pick up the face up kings, show them and place
them into the left hand at fingertips.

If you own “Ricochet!” you will recognize the position for the final
kicker. The cards are at left fingertips and will simply be turned over
onto the left palm while the audience looks away.
The right hand covers the fan for a second then moves away, sliding
the gaff off the fan as the left hand secretly reverses its cards. All
attention will be on the tabled cards changing!
Lap the gaff as you shift your attention to the left hand, which now
holds the four aces! Drop these casually onto the table and remove
the kings one at a time from between the jokers to finish.

LAP-2-C (The Drunken Mitt)
This is a simple way to use the gaff but is very effective. You are
seated across from the audience.
Set the gaff and hold it in the right hand so only you can see the
faces of the cards.

Talk about how cheats would often act drunk in front of the suckers
(you can remind them of the classic scene in “The Sting” where Paul
Newman cheats the cheats while apparently drinking himself into a
stupor).
A bold scam would be to flash a terrible hand as they turn to get a
fresh drink.
As you explain this, turn to your left and allow the audience to see
your cards.

As you turn back and address the audience, the fan of cards is
allowed to approach the table edge.

At this instant you release your grip on the fan slightly and allow the
gaff to fall into your lap.

(Left hand catching gaff for illustration only)
You now lay the cards face down on the table. An important
performance point is that you must make this moment a memorable
one so stop everything and fairly lay the cards on the table.
The rest is easy. Ask the audience how much they would bet against
a hand like that if they had a better hand. Tell them you will now only
touch your cards with one hand. You’ll roll up your sleeve and even
let someone hold onto your wrist!
Build it up because you are already clean!

Talk about the suckers piling up the cash only to find they are
completely out of luck when they see that royal flush!

WAVE-2-C
This is another way to make the change. It takes time to get the
knack but looks great when performed correctly.
The set-up is held in the right hand and displayed. The left hand is
shown empty beside the fan.

The left hand waves over the fan to illustrate.

Repeat the wave but, while the left hand fingers are closed, the third
finger is lowered slightly so it can catch the edge of the gaff.

(Exaggerated view)
As the left hand waves from right to left, the edge of the third finger
slides the gaff under the face card.
The left hand continues past the fan to reveal the change.

(Exposed view – note gaff under face card)

You can now count the cards one at a time into the right hand, the
right thumb pulling off the ace first and the gaff underneath it. The
remaining four are counted fairly on top of the ace. The gaff ends
palmed in the left hand.

(Faces of cards are towards audience)
GRAVI-2-C
This is the same as the previous handling except without the right
hand! This is an instantaneous, visual transformation.
It is also risky.
The set-up is held in the left hand at the edge.

Note that the right fingers must contact the very edge of the cards it
holds.

The fan is now held so the gaff is uppermost, faces towards the
audience.

The right hand now moves upwards and releases its grip on the fan
slightly as the hand also moves forward and then down.
By releasing pressure on the fan, the gaff is allowed to fall into the
cards, behind the ace.

The sharp upward, forward, then downward motion of the right hand
both encourages the gaff to fall behind the ace and covers it! The
motion is sharp and fluent. The right hand moves in an arc.

(Final position)

(Gaff under face card)

This will take a lot of practice to get right and should probably be best
kept for late night sessions (wait till they’re drunk). I have frightened
people with this change but I have also gotten it wrong. If you master
this change you will have a miracle at your fingertips.
Another Idea…
Attach a piece of elastic to the gaff so it protrudes from the back of
the set-up. Pinch this between your second and third fingers and
allow it to stretch as you take the gaff in the left hand (applying
pressure to the fan so the gaff stays in place).
By releasing your grip slightly the gaff pops right under the face card!
Naturally this is very difficult to set-up but it might be fun to use for a
promo video or TV spot.
I have experimented with magnets, shim cards (actually this can work
very well but the set-up is fiddly), various types of pulls and even an
Ace with the gaff permanently attached to the back by elastic (again
good, but not examinable).

BOLD-2-C
I love this change.
The gaff is in the left palm.

The right hand, holding its cards in biddle grip, lowers them, face up
into the left hand.

The gaff is underneath and aligned with the left long edge and outer
short edge of the packet.

(View from below - left hand removed for clarity)
The right hand now moves all of its cards (still squared) to the right so
that the gaff pivots into view.

You must play with this to understand how to make this look
convincing – it looks just like you fanned the cards! I flatten out the
left fingers as I do this.

It is important not to let the gaff become exposed.

(Exposed view)
To make the change, the left thumb contacts the packet and holds
the cards in place in the left hand---

---as the right hand re-grips the cards.

You now lift the right hand cards slightly and fan them over the gaff!

The fan automatically covers the gaff! The left thumb may also riffle
the edges of the fanned packet as you make the fan.
The advantage of this handling is that the cards do not need to be
set-up – you are into the trick and finished very quickly.
A one handed, face-on, method is given after “Flash The Spread”.
NOTE: When fanning the packet, the right fingers fan the cards to the
left, from the bottom up – the right thumb stays in place.

Flash The Spread!
The FAN-2-C gaff is perfect for any effect where you want to show a
packet as something else. The method given in “Bold-2-C” may be
used for MacDonald’s Aces to quickly show the leader packet before
making the other aces vanish. At the end you can say “remember I
had an ace and three other cards here”. If you perform the display
correctly they will remember seeing odd cards.
A way to do this is to make the gaff with the cards on the reverse of
the MacDonald’s Aces cards. For this trick the Fan-2-C gaff only
needs to have three cards though you can display the gaff so only
three cards of the four show. If your gaff matches the other sides of
the MacDonald Aces, you can have people remember the cards in
the leader packet.
Another thought is to make the MacDonald’s Aces gaffs with the two,
three and four of spades on the other side of the aces. You make a
Fan-2-C gaff with the two, three and four of spades. You can now
show the leader packet as being an Ace, two, three and four of
spades. The audience can now appreciate the cards transposing one
at a time…
Face-on spread.
To spread the cards face on to the audience, load the gaff behind the
five cards, which are held faces towards the audience. Note the grip.

Notice the position of the gaff – it is not aligned with the upper edge
of the packet. It should be about two white border widths down from
the upper edge.
The right hand grips the packet at the lower right corner, the thumb
nearest you. The thumb also contacts the point of the gaff.

With the left hand still holding the packet firmly the right hand pivots
on the corner it holds, allowing the gaff to pivot out to the right.

It is important not to let the long edge of the gaff go beyond the right
long edge of the packet and to ensure that the upper edge of the gaff
never protrudes above the upper edge of the packet.

The position of the gaff before the pivot should ensure that it ends in
the right position.

(Audience view)
Simply reverse the move to square up the packet.
CARDS ACROSS
You may use this to add three or four cards to a fan of seven for the
cards across – it looks like you are showing all ten cards. If you use
an ace to ten of hearts and make a gaff with an ace to three of hearts
you can show all ten hearts present after you have palmed three off
and added them to the other packet.

These above illustrations show how the gaff looks (the real cards are
reversed in the first picture to show the gaff at the end of the spread).

From the back, it looks like this:

BOLD-2-C Face On
You can perform the Royal Flush change face on and with one hand!
Set the cards as described and remove the left hand so the spread is
held with just the right hand.

The right hand now moves inwards and the right thumb slides the gaff
behind the packet.

The right hand now moves forwards as the right thumb, pressing on
the gaff to keep it against the rearmost card, fans the packet.

This is an instantaneous and surprising color change.
Devilish Miracle Outdone?
The above handling may be applied to a devilish Miracle effect. If
there is a card reversed in the spread, ensure the packet has the
same cards as the gaff, in the same order but with a different card
reversed.
If you are familiar with this trick you should recognize this position in
the effect.

The gaff may be spread to show five cards, one of which is one of the
two selections (probably the middle card of the spread, including the
face card of the packet).
In actual fact the card they selected and see in the spread (gaff
spread) is reversed in the deck. The card reversed in the packet is
the other selection.
So, it looks like they see selection number one in the packet. You
perform Bold-2-c (face-on or palm-up) so that one card seems to
instantly turn over in the packet!
They agree that it IS the first selection that reversed but you remove it
to show it has changed to the second selection!
The card they just saw in your hands is already reversed in the deck.
If this confuses you, check out The Devilish Miracle by Marlo and
D’Amico.
OIL AND WATER
Make a gaff to look like reds and blacks mixed for a stunning end to
an oil and water effect.
Princess Card Trick
This gaff can make a very easy Princess card effect, with a little
thought on your part.

In Their Hands!
The change may be made while a spectator hold the set-up!
Set up the fan with the gaff and have them hold it face up by the
index corner at the inner end, opposite the gaff.

Now offer to bet with them that they can win any poker game with
these five cards. Remove a bill and drop it onto the fan so it covers
the gaff.

Quickly remove the bill along with the gaff to show the change.

This may also be done with a napkin, a card box or a silk
handkerchief. In the audiences hands this is a very strong effect.
You might also think about putting a sticky substance such as wax or
tape under the bill so the bill may be removed slowly and fairly…

Another option would be to use magnets – which brings me to…

Magnet-2-C
By sticking a shim or a flat magnet to the back of the gaff you open
up many more possibilities. I am having shims cut to order for the
general release of this for the magic shops. In the meantime, you can
make your own or go to radio shack and see if they have any flat,
round magnets (about the size of a dime) and stick that to the back of
the gaff.
With the gaff set this way you can use utility devices like the “Raven”,
the “Bat” or a hold-out with a magnetic end to clean up or make the
change.
The wave change now ends completely clean and looks incredible.
The tabled version can now be done without touching the cards on
the table (the gaff will pop right up to the magnet).
You can have the spectator hold the set up by the corner and change
the cards in their hands using a raven!
Gregory Wilson was the first to notice that you could have a strong
magnet up your sleeve so that when you point to their sleeve (as they
hold the face up set-up) the magnet comes directly above the gaff.
The gaff simply pops up and sticks to jour arm as you withdraw – the
cards have changed in their hands.
You could also just have a magnet glued to a bill you drop onto the
spread they are holding – remove it fairly to show the change.
A magnet may be loaded into a card box, a wallet, a folded stack of
bills, a watch, a thumbtip or even other playing cards. The ideas are
endless.
A raven may also be used for the second method of FaceOn-2-C. Set
the raven like so:

Getting into this is not so easy!
The change is the same as described but you can end clean by
releasing the raven – however – be warned that the raven may catch
on your sleeve! This might be another one for TV but it could make a
great opening effect if you wear the right jacket.
FINALLY…
Did I mention you could use the gaff prior to a vanish (it is easier to
palm away the gaff than a bunch of cards).
You can also use it to show cards in an envelope or wallet. Or a
pocket.
Another application is to set a joker aside (face down) with the gaff
underneath. The gaff shows four aces. Have any four cards drawn
from the pack, set them onto the joker. Pick everything up, fan and
set the gaff then show your hand – five aces (the joker is wild).
I have many more ideas with this gaff. I have tried to give you an idea
of many possibilities, some practical, some just for fun. When used
well, this can help create some remarkable effects. The cards across
idea with the ace to ten of hearts is worth the price of this booklet, in
my opinion.
My last word of advice is to learn to palm the gaff as well as you can
so it becomes second nature to add it to some cards or steal it away.

The shape of the gaff makes it very easy to hold naturally in many
positions.
Please have fun with FAN-2-C but, again, please respect this secret. I
know you will want to show this gaff to your magic friends but I hope
you do the right thing and resist. If you really want them to know –
send them to www.rpaulwilson.com so they can do the right thing too.
Many thanks for buying this booklet.
Regards,
Paul.

